The YRPF warmly invites you to join us for an informal series of lunchtime sessions where we will be discussing a range of transport related topics. Open to all, the sessions will be an opportunity to engage with some of the most pressing industry challenges and expand your network during a time when we’re spending more time than ever apart.

Suburban Infrastructure for E-Buses

27th May 2021 12:30-1:30pm CET

Join us for our third session as we host Orgerta Zeqo to lead a discussion on the topic of electric buses and their charging systems. Orgerta Zeqo and the co-writers Margherita Sartori, Margherita Villani, Sanitta Omanovic are civil and mechanical engineers working in Italy for Net Engineering. Their work in the planning of BRT – Bus Rapid Transit has been fundamental for this presentation. Orgerta will describe their approach in addressing the challenges encountered on the topic of e-buses and their charging infrastructure from the perspective of a suburban area.

To register for the event please email: andre.goncalves@sweco.co.uk or orgerta.zeqo@netspa.it

Also take 5 minutes and complete the survey:

English or Italian (IT):
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=K69E0f1MYkWHji4qaZGUNDP/LTC1C1wRNlzo6D-roO0xUODM2NFRCTINKkRIMU5BQuDQV02BWj8VTC4u

Interested in joining the committee or have an idea for a future session? Email: andre.goncalves@sweco.co.uk